
 

 

 

 

 

December 6, 2019 

 

 

To: Governor Tony Evers 

State Capitol, Room 115 East 

Madison, WI 53702 

 

Dear Governor Evers, 

 

I am writing to express my concern about the lack of disability access at the voting locations across the 

state. As a person with a disability, I know firsthand how physical and logistical barriers make it difficult 

to cast a vote. My very own polling location has many narrow, winding hallways and the front door is 

almost entirely inaccessible for me. But I am lucky, while it is difficult, I can still vote.  

 

Unfortunately, for many disabled Wisconsinites, their polling places are ill-equipped, poorly staffed, or 

entirely inaccessible. As outlined in the latest state report, many polling locations have stairs without any 

accessible ramps, no electronic door openers or disabled parking spaces, they fail to provide adequately 

private voting booths for disabled voters, and are often staffed by volunteers who do not know the law or 

their responsibilities to disabled voters. In fact, the report identified nearly 4,000 accessibility problems at 

808 polling locations with 1,650 of these issues being severe enough to prevent a disabled voter from 

entering their polling place altogether. We currently have no idea if these problems have gotten worse 

given that the 2017 report was never completed by the Walker administration and the 2019 report, under 

your administration, is late. 

 

As I’m sure we both agree, making voting accessible for those with disabilities should be treated as 

fundamental to our democracy. Your recent signing of Assembly Bill 168, which removed the 

requirement that a voter speak their name out of consideration for our hearing challenged residents, 

exemplifies your concerns for the disabled community’s access to the ballot box. But we cannot stop 

there. With disabled Wisconsinites currently voting at a rate 5% lower than the general public, we must 

do more to encourage and support people with disabilities trying to exercise their right to vote. 

 

I look forward to hearing what concrete actions you and your administration will be taking to address this 

issue, and if there is anything my office can do to help, please just ask. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

 

Jimmy Anderson 

State Representative 

47th Assembly District 

9 North – Wisconsin Capitol 
 

CC: Wisconsin Elections Administrator Meagan Wolfe 
 


